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Building more inclusive communities through engagement
University-Community Engagement

- Collaborations with Action Research Illinois
- Participation with Outreach and Scholarship Staff
  - Engaged Scholarship Consortium (http://engagementscholarship.org/)
  - National Outreach Scholarship Conference
LIS451

- Service Learning Final Project Since 2000
- 98 labs setup or upgraded throughout the state
- Often first step in a multidisciplinary engagement effort
Eubanks. (2011)
Digital Dead End: Fighting for Social Justice in the Information Age
Community Engagement

- “The best telecentres are local gathering places; places where people come together to talk, tell stories and share knowledge.”
  Cabelos (2006)

- [http://urbanafreelibrary.org/services/computersinternet](http://urbanafreelibrary.org/services/computersinternet)